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The Proposal
Req 2: the body of evidence 
presented at trial should be as 
inclusive as reasonably possible

reasonable 
evidential weight

Req 1: the guilt probability on 
the evidence should be suitably 
high, for example, 95%

high guilt 
probability 
threshold

Dimension 1: guilt probability!

Pr(Guilty | Evidence)

Dimension 2: evidential weight!

how much evidence is 
presented at trial



Illustration
Scenario A

Two witnesses testify against the 
defendant and survive vigorous 
cross-examination by the defense

Req 1: high guilt probability

Req 2: weight requirement

Scenario B

The same as in scenario A except that 
the prosecutor does not call two other 
witnesses present during the crime 

Req 1: high guilt probability

Req 2: weight requirement 

The evidence presented at trial is the same in the two 
scenarios, so the guilt probability on the evidence must 
be the same. The difference between the scenarios 
must lie in whether the weight requirement is met

✔

✔

✔

X



Why Not Only 
High Guilt Probability Threshold?



Functions of the Burden of Proof 

Minimizing 
decisional errors as 
much as possible

Weighing the costs 
of decisional errors

Protecting innocent 
defendants

etc…

Protecting innocent 
defendants

Req 1: High guilt 
probability !

Req 2: Reasonable 
weight of the 
evidence

✔

X



Why a High (Probability) Threshold 
Does Not Protect Innocent Defendants



Guilt Probability v. Error Risk 

Pr(Guilty | Evidence)

guilt probability 
on the evidence

Pr(Conviction | Innocent) 

(conditional) risk 
of mistaken 
conviction

The lower the error risk, 
the better the protection 
innocent defendants enjoy



Does a High Threshold Ensure a Low Risk?

❖ the guilt probability on 
the evidence should be 
high, for example, 99%

high 
threshold

❖ the risk of mistaken 
conviction should be 
low, for example, 1%

low risk

Is High Probability Alone Enough to Convict? 12

guarantees for defendants are absent, the evidence marshaled during trial will be
mostly incriminatory. At the end of trial proceedings, the guilt probabilities of
most defendants will be inflated upwards. This means that the expected number
of guilty defendants will diverge from, and in particular will exceed, their actual
number, or equivalently, the expected number of innocent defendants will fall
below their actual number. If so, the actual risk r(CI/I) for innocent defendants
will be higher than the expected risk E[r(CI/I)], and thus the actual risk might
still be above 50% even with a probability threshold as high as >99.9%.

99% 99.9%

GUILT PROBABILITY

Figure 2: The colored area to the right of the >99.9% threshold represents the risk
r(CI/I) which exceeds 50% even with a >99.9% threshold.

If guilt probabilities are not inflated, actual risk cannot exceed expected risk
The conclusion so far is that a very stringent threshold, in and of itself, can still
fail to satisfy the first test for adequate protection by letting the actual risk surge
above 50%. But, this conclusion holds only for cases in which the threshold al-
lows the actual risk r(CI/I) to exceed the expected risk E[r(CI/I)]. On the other
hand, if a stringent threshold can keep the expected risk below 50% (see figure 1)
and if we can ensure that the actual risk does not exceed the expected risk, the
same stringent threshold must also keep the actual risk below 50%. So, can we
ensure that the actual risk be kept below the expected risk?

The answer is positive so long as the guilt probabilities are not inflated up-
wards. For, if the guilt probabilities are not inflated upwards, the following hold:

r(I)  E[r(I)]; and

r(CI/T )  E[r(CI/T )].

Given a certain distribution 
of innocent defendants, the 
risk of mistaken conviction 
could still be above 50% 
even with a 99.9% threshold



Long-run factual correctness (of the trial system overall)

Two errors: 1. convicting an innocent
2. acquitting a guilty

Error distribution

innocent defendants

guilty defendants

0.9
P (G)

Higher Threshold / Lower Risk - Right?

Long-run factual correctness (of the trial system overall)

Two errors: 1. convicting an innocent
2. acquitting a guilty

Error distribution (( non-epistemic considerations)

innocent defendants

guilty defendants

0.7
P (G)

) A guilt probability threshold a↵ects error distribution

It would seem that !
the higher (lower) the 
probability threshold, !
the lower (higher) the 
risk of mistaken 
conviction

Risk of mistaken conviction
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Feedback MechanismsIs High Probability Alone Enough to Convict? 12
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number, or equivalently, the expected number of innocent defendants will fall
below their actual number. If so, the actual risk r(CI/I) for innocent defendants
will be higher than the expected risk E[r(CI/I)], and thus the actual risk might
still be above 50% even with a probability threshold as high as >99.9%.
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0 1

0 1

0.7

0.9

Given a higher threshold, 
prosecutors will bring to 
trial only those defendants 
who stand a good chance 
of being convicted (feedback 
mechanisms)

The distribution of 
innocent defendants will 
thus move along with the 
higher threshold, so the 
error risk will be constant 



What Does a High Threshold Do?
Protecting innocent 
defendants

Weighing the costs 
of decisional errors

Minimizing 
decisional errors as 
much as possible

etc…

How are innocent 
defendants protected 
if a high threshold 
does not protect them? 



Why the Weight Requirement 
Protects Innocent Defendants



Probability Changes and Diagnosticity

The probability changes     and     have diagnosticity d, 
provided

Fr(   |G) > d% 

and 

Fr(   | I) > d%

The presentation of new evidence at trial will cause the 
guilt probability estimate of the defendant to increase       
(incriminating) or decrease     (exculpatory)
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Conclusion: The higher the diagnosticity of the       
probability changes    at trial, the higher the 
percentage of innocent defendants who move 
“leftwards” (   )!

NB: I simulated a trial system with 20,000 defendants, 
guilty and innocent, using the language R 
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Figure 4: Overall probability changes move the innocent (guilty) de-
fendants leftwards (rightwards). The higher the diagnosticity, the
more significant the movement. (The graphs are based on a com-
puter simulation of 20,000 defendants. The code was written in R.)

all upward and downward probability changes. In turn, the
higher diagnosticity, the more pronounced the leftward and
rightward movements of the distributions.14 See figure 4.

Finally, how do the rightward and leftward movements of
the distributions affect Pr(C|I) and Pr(A|G)? As seen ear-
lier, based on the prosecutor’s case-in-chief only, the distribu-
tions of innocent and guilty defendant are almost entirely in-
distinguishable. Consequently, wherever the threshold is lo-
cated, higher or lower, the sum Pr(C|I)+Pr(A|G) will equal
one. Call these phase-one values of Pr(C|I) and P (A|G).

Take now into account the presentation of the evidence in
phases (2) and (3). The more pronounced the leftward move-
ment of the distribution of innocent defendants, as a func-
tion of the diagnosticity of the overall downward probability
changes, the lower Pr(C|I). See figure 5 (top). Conversely,
the more pronounced the rightward movement of the dis-
tribution of guilty defendants, as a function of the diagnos-
ticity of the overall upward probability changes, the lower
Pr(A|G). See figure 5 (bottom).

This has implications for determining the accuracy of the
trial system. If the process of presentation of the evidence
continues long enough (thus the diagnosticity of the over-
all probability changes is high enough), both Pr(C|I) and

14There is a parallelism with Signal Detection Theory
(SDT) here. SDT is a framework for modeling how an in-
strument, apparatus or system performs at detecting sig-
nals; see Wickens (2002). For an application of SDT to the
trial, see Underwood (1977); Dekay (1996). The diagnos-
tic power describes how well the trial system can discrim-
inate between innocent (noise) and guilty defendants (sig-
nal). In SDT, diagnostic power is analytically defined as the
distance between the signal distribution (guilty defendants)
and the noise distribution (innocent defendants). Unfortu-
nately, when it comes to the criminal trial, the parameters for
measuring this distance are unknown. The approach under-
taken here avoids this problem.
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Figure 5: Higher diagnosticity, lower Pr(C|I) and Pr(A|G).

Pr(A|G) are kept below .5. This makes the slogan “more
evidence, fewer errors” mid-level true. In fact the more ev-
idence, the higher the diagnosticity, the lower both Pr(C|I)
and Pr(A|G). So, the more evidence, the closer the slogan to
being completely true. This is good news.

13. OPEN QUESTIONS
Although the slogan “more evidence, fewer errors” turned

out to be true, after all, several assumptions were invoked
along the way. It is not possible to discuss them all. Two in
particular are worth mentioning.

First, in establishing that the probability changes are reli-
able* (provided the underlying evidence is reliable*), the ar-
gument assumes that, in the inquisitorial model, the judge
is not biased toward incriminating or exculpatory evidence,
and in the adversarial model, the two parties are in a position
of equal footing. What if this assumption is false? The ques-
tion is most pressing in the adversarial context. Equal footing
may not hold, and this is not just a matter of resources being
unevenly distributed between the two parties. For example,
suppose the prosecution is required to disclose exculpatory
evidence in its possession, but the defense is not required to
disclose incriminating evidence.15 Is this a violation of equal

15See, for example, Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963).

Conclusion: The higher the 
diagnosticity of the       
probability changes    , the 
closer to zero the risk of 
mistaken conviction, and 
thus the better the projection 
for innocent defendants



Two Error Risks

Pr(Conviction | Innocent) 

(conditional) 
risk of mistaken 

conviction

Pr(Acquittal | Guilty) 

(conditional) risk 
of mistaken 
acquittal

Long-run factual correctness (of the trial system overall)

Two errors: 1. convicting an innocent
2. acquitting a guilty

Error minimization

0.7
P (G)
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more significant the movement. (The graphs are based on a com-
puter simulation of 20,000 defendants. The code was written in R.)

all upward and downward probability changes. In turn, the
higher diagnosticity, the more pronounced the leftward and
rightward movements of the distributions.14 See figure 4.

Finally, how do the rightward and leftward movements of
the distributions affect Pr(C|I) and Pr(A|G)? As seen ear-
lier, based on the prosecutor’s case-in-chief only, the distribu-
tions of innocent and guilty defendant are almost entirely in-
distinguishable. Consequently, wherever the threshold is lo-
cated, higher or lower, the sum Pr(C|I)+Pr(A|G) will equal
one. Call these phase-one values of Pr(C|I) and P (A|G).

Take now into account the presentation of the evidence in
phases (2) and (3). The more pronounced the leftward move-
ment of the distribution of innocent defendants, as a func-
tion of the diagnosticity of the overall downward probability
changes, the lower Pr(C|I). See figure 5 (top). Conversely,
the more pronounced the rightward movement of the dis-
tribution of guilty defendants, as a function of the diagnos-
ticity of the overall upward probability changes, the lower
Pr(A|G). See figure 5 (bottom).

This has implications for determining the accuracy of the
trial system. If the process of presentation of the evidence
continues long enough (thus the diagnosticity of the over-
all probability changes is high enough), both Pr(C|I) and

14There is a parallelism with Signal Detection Theory
(SDT) here. SDT is a framework for modeling how an in-
strument, apparatus or system performs at detecting sig-
nals; see Wickens (2002). For an application of SDT to the
trial, see Underwood (1977); Dekay (1996). The diagnos-
tic power describes how well the trial system can discrim-
inate between innocent (noise) and guilty defendants (sig-
nal). In SDT, diagnostic power is analytically defined as the
distance between the signal distribution (guilty defendants)
and the noise distribution (innocent defendants). Unfortu-
nately, when it comes to the criminal trial, the parameters for
measuring this distance are unknown. The approach under-
taken here avoids this problem.
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Figure 5: Higher diagnosticity, lower Pr(C|I) and Pr(A|G).

Pr(A|G) are kept below .5. This makes the slogan “more
evidence, fewer errors” mid-level true. In fact the more ev-
idence, the higher the diagnosticity, the lower both Pr(C|I)
and Pr(A|G). So, the more evidence, the closer the slogan to
being completely true. This is good news.

13. OPEN QUESTIONS
Although the slogan “more evidence, fewer errors” turned

out to be true, after all, several assumptions were invoked
along the way. It is not possible to discuss them all. Two in
particular are worth mentioning.

First, in establishing that the probability changes are reli-
able* (provided the underlying evidence is reliable*), the ar-
gument assumes that, in the inquisitorial model, the judge
is not biased toward incriminating or exculpatory evidence,
and in the adversarial model, the two parties are in a position
of equal footing. What if this assumption is false? The ques-
tion is most pressing in the adversarial context. Equal footing
may not hold, and this is not just a matter of resources being
unevenly distributed between the two parties. For example,
suppose the prosecution is required to disclose exculpatory
evidence in its possession, but the defense is not required to
disclose incriminating evidence.15 Is this a violation of equal

15See, for example, Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963).

Conclusion: The higher the 
diagnosticity of the       
probability changes    , the 
closer to zero the risk of 
mistaken acquittal



How to Improve Diagnosticity?

!
The more evidence 
presented at trial 
(weight), the higher the 
diagnosticity provided 
the evidence is better 
than chance [d>50%]!
!
(Note the similarity with  
Condorcet’s Jury Theorem)!
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more evidence 
(incriminating 

and exculpatory)

higher 
diagnostic 

power!
both risks 

approach zero!

better 
protection for 

innocent 
defendants!

Weight requirement: the body 
of evidence presented at 
trial should be as inclusive 
as reasonably possible!

higher threshold 
probability!

false 
acquittals are 

more often 
avoided!



more evidence 
(incriminating 

and exculpatory)

higher 
diagnostic 

power!
both risks 

approach zero!

better 
protection for 

innocent 
defendants!

Weight requirement: the body 
of evidence presented at 
trial should be as inclusive 
as reasonably possible!

higher threshold 
probability!

false 
acquittals are 

more often 
avoided!

NB: The weight 
requirement does not 
determine a fix threshold, 
but demands that as much 
evidence as reasonably 
possible be presented, and 
thus, can keep error risks 
as low as reasonably possible



The Two-dimensional Theory
1. High guilt 

probability 
threshold !

2. Reasonable 
Weight of the 
evidence

Minimizing 
decisional errors as 
much as possible

Weighing the 
costs of 
decisional errors

Protecting 
innocent 
defendants 

Protecting 
innocent 
citizens 



Thank you!


